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Digital Watchdog® Announces SureView Systems Integration
DW Spectrum® IPVMS is now fully integrated with SureView™ Immix® CC and
CS platforms.

DW Spectrum® IPVMS

Digital Watchdog (DW™), the industry leader in
digital recorders, surveillance cameras and related management software,
announces a new integration with SureView’s Immix® CC and CS software
solutions. Combining the ability to receive events from intrusion and fire alarm
systems with video verification; Immix delivers a powerful and unique product to
manage and respond to security events. This new integration will allow monitoring
stations to receive alarm notifications, view live video while viewing recorded video
of the alarm event, operate PTZ cameras, go to preset positions and view multiple
nearby cameras from any DW Spectrum® powered system using the Immix®
software.
Cerritos, CA (December 15, 2017) –

DW Spectrum® IPVMS is an easy cutting-edge approach to surveillance,
addressing the primary limitations of managing enterprise-level HD video while
offering the lowest total cost of deployment and ownership on the market. DW
Spectrum® IPVMS is a perfect solution for applications that require ease, speed,
efficiency and unprecedented image quality. The DW Spectrum® IPVMS is
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accessed with the freely distributed DW Spectrum® client software
(Windows/Linux/Mac), the DW Spectrum® IPVMS can be accessed with the web
client from all leading web browsers (Google Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer,
Safari and Opera), as well as the free DW Spectrum® mobile app for iOS and
Android devices. The VMS software is included with pre-configured DW Blackjack®
NVR servers or it can be installed on third-party Windows® or Ubuntu® Linux-based
systems.
“Digital Watchdog is very excited to be working with SureView Systems to enhance
the DW Spectrum solution with video verification powered by Immix” said Patrick
Kelly Director of IP Video Solutions for Digital Watchdog. “Adding SureView to the
DW Spectrum ecosystem is vital to several key partners offering video verification
and remote management services.”

For more information on DW Spectrum® or any Digital Watchdog® product, please
contact your local sales representative or visit www.digital-watchdog.com.
ABOUT DIGITAL WATCHDOG
Digital Watchdog® (DW®) empowers our customers as the industry-leading single source of
value-driven complete solutions for all video surveillance applications (HD over Coax™ / hybrid
/ IP Enterprise), focusing on ease of use and ROI. DW ™ products offer technologicallyadvanced features including multi-sensor HD cameras at real-time 30fps, Star-Light™ super
low light technology, WDR, Smart DNR™ and Smart IR™. Complete IP megapixel surveillance
solutions include single- and multi-sensor MEGApix® cameras and edge recording systems,
Blackjack® NVRs and DW Spectrum® IPVMS for the server, mobile and on-camera control.
Complete HD over Coax™ surveillance solutions include single- and multi-sensor STARLIGHT™ HD over Coax™ cameras, VMAX® Universal HD over Coax™ DVRs and mobile
management applications.
ABOUT SUREVIEW™
SureView™ Systems is a software company that develops software to manage and responds
to security events by creating an intuitive, easy to use software integration platform. The
company’s Immix® software is designed to provide a common platform connecting different
systems. The software integrates islands of technology creating a single security monitoring
platform.
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